Direct identification of propargyl radical in combustion flames by vacuum ultraviolet photoionization mass spectrometry
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I. INTRODUCTION

We have developed an effusive laser photodissociation radical source, aiming for the production of vibrationally relaxed radicals. Employing this radical source, we have measured the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) photoionization efficiency (PIE) spectrum of the propargyl radical (C$_3$H$_3$) formed by the 193 nm excimer laser photodissociation of propargyl chloride in the energy range of 8.5–9.9 eV using high-resolution (energy bandwidth=1 meV) multibunch synchrotron radiation. The VUV-PIE spectrum of C$_3$H$_3$ thus obtained is found to exhibit pronounced autoionization features, which are tentatively assigned as members of two vibrational progressions of C$_3$H$_3$ in excited autoionizing Rydberg states. The ionization energy (IE=8.674±0.001 eV) of C$_3$H$_3$ determined by a small steplike feature resolved at the photoionization onset of the VUV-PIE spectrum is in excellent agreement with the IE value reported in a previous pulsed field ionization-photoelectron study. We have also calculated the Franck-Condon factors (FCFs) for the photoionization transitions C$_3$H$_3$ ($\tilde{X}$; $\nu_i$,i=1–12) $\rightarrow$ C$_3$H$_3$($\tilde{X}$). The comparison between the pattern of FCFs and the autoionization peaks resolved in the VUV-PIE spectrum of C$_3$H$_3$ points to the conclusion that the resonance-enhanced autoionization mechanism is most likely responsible for the observation of pronounced autoionization features. We also present here the VUV-PIE spectra for the mass 39 ions observed in the VUV synchrotron-based photoionization mass spectrometric sampling of several premixed flames. The excellent agreement of the IE value and the pattern of autoionizing features of the VUV-PIE spectra observed in the photodissociation and flames studies has provided an unambiguous identification of the propargyl radical as an important intermediate in the premixed combustion flames. The discrepancy found between the PIE spectra obtained in flames and photodissociation at energies above the IE(C$_3$H$_3$) suggests that the PIE spectra obtained in flames might have contributions from the photoionization of vibrationally excited C$_3$H$_3$ and/or the dissociative photoionization processes involving larger hydrocarbon species formed in flames.


I. INTRODUCTION

The modeling of the reaction kinetics in the combustion of hydrocarbon fuels requires structural identification and concentration measurements of key intermediates produced in hydrocarbon flames under controlled conditions. Many key intermediates, such as hydrocarbon radicals, are known to exist in different isomeric forms. The identification of these intermediates in flames has posed a great challenge to combustion chemists. Since the spectroscopy of most hydrocarbon radicals is unknown, the application of conventional optical techniques is limited only to a few diatomic and triatomic species.

By virtue of the high vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) energy resolution and the threshold law for photoionization, the ionization energies (IEs) of molecular species with different isomeric structures can readily be distinguished by VUV-photoionization efficiency (PIE) measurements. This method based on IE determinations by VUV-PIE measurements has been employed previously for the identification of isomeric structures of nascent photoproducts in excimer laser photodissociation studies. Recently, the VUV photoionization mass spectrometric sampling technique has also been successfully applied for the identification of flame species using broadly tunable synchrotron radiation.
the IE determination of molecular species in flames using the VUV-PIE method is expected to be less precise due to high rotational and vibrational hot band effects of flame species. As a result, the IE measurement alone may not be adequate for an unambiguous structural assignment. The comparison between the VUV-PIE curves of flame species and those of molecular species with known chemical structures and temperatures is desirable for reliable chemical structure assignments and quantitative measurements of flame species. The VUV-PIE spectrum of a molecule near its IE measured with a sufficiently high VUV energy resolution is often distinct and can serve as a fingerprint for an unambiguous identification of the molecule in flames or reactive environments. In principle, a VUV-PIE spectrum, which provides relative photoionization cross sections of a molecule, can be converted to an absolute photoionization cross-section curve by calibrating the PIE value to the absolute photoionization cross section measured at a fixed VUV energy.

Considering that the VUV-PIE spectra for many hydrocarbon radicals of importance to hydrocarbon combustion are unknown, we have initiated an effort to measure the PIE and photoelectron spectra of combustion radicals using high-resolution VUV synchrotron radiation. In these experiments, the radicals are prepared in known chemical structures by excimer laser photodissociation of appropriate precursor molecules. In addition to determining the precise thermochemical data of combustion radicals and their cations, this effort is aimed to establish a VUV-PIE database for the identification of combustion radicals in ongoing flame-sampling experiments using the VUV synchrotron-based mass spectrometric method.

As the smallest π-conjugated hydrocarbon radical, the propargyl radical (HC≡C−CH2) is a benchmark system for detailed experimental and theoretical characterizations. For the sake of simplicity, we will use C3H3 and C3H3⁺ below to represent the structures of the propargyl radical and its cation, respectively. The experimental IE value (8.673±0.0013 eV) of C3H3 determined by the pulsed field ionization-photoelectron (PFI-PE) study of Gilbert et al. is found to be in excellent agreement with the recent high-level ab initio IE prediction of 8.679 eV. The propargyl radical is believed to play an important role in the chemistry occurring in hydrocarbon-rich environments, such as in flames, chemical-vapor depositions, interstellar media, outflows of carbon stars, and planetary atmospheres. Furthermore, C3H3 is recognized to be a precursor in the formation of benzene, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and soot in flames because the combination of two C2H3 radicals is expected to promote the formation of the first aromatic ring in one bimolecular step. Soot is carcinogenic and also damaging to combustion engines. Hence, the understanding of soot formation is of vital importance in the study of combustion and environmental chemistry.

This article presents a high-resolution VUV-PIE study of C3H3 prepared by the 193 nm excimer laser photodissociation of propargyl chloride (HC≡C−CH2Cl). The comparison of this spectrum with the VUV PIE curves for the mass 39 ions observed in selected hydrocarbon flames shows unambiguously that C3H3 is an important intermediate in these flames. The VUV-PIE spectrum of C3H3 has been reported recently in a similar synchrotron-based VUV-PIE experiment by Robinson et al. However, the latter experiment mainly concerns the measurement of absolute VUV photoionization cross sections of C3H3. Since a low VUV resolution ([=0.25 eV, full width at half maximum (FWHM)]) was used in Ref. 8, the VUV-PIE spectrum of C3H3 thus obtained revealed no discernible autoionizing structures.

Although hydrocarbon radicals with a specific isomeric structure can be produced by the 193 nm excimer laser photodissociation of precursor halogenated hydrocarbons, these radicals thus formed may contain significant internal vibrational excitations. The recent rovibronic state-selected photoionization studies unambiguously show that the cross section of a molecular species depends on its rovibrational excitations. These experiments show that useful photoionization cross sections for radicals must be measured with radicals prepared in a known temperature or a well-defined rovibrational distribution. Here, we also report the design and operation of an effusive radical source based on the excimer laser photodissociation method. By adjusting the frequency of radical-wall collisions in the radical source for efficient vibrational relaxation, thermalized radicals with a temperature close to the wall of the radical source can be achieved. The C3H3 radicals prepared using this excimer dissociation radical source are expected to have a rovibrational temperature close to room temperature.

II. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

The experiment described in the present study concerns two types of synchrotron-based VUV mass spectrometric measurements.

A. VUV-PIE measurement of the propargyl radical

The present VUV-PIE measurement of C3H3 was carried out using the VUV photoionization octopole-quadrupole mass spectrometer of endstation-2 and the high-resolution VUV undulator synchrotron photoionization source of the Chemical Dynamics Beamline at the Advanced Light Source (ALS). Here, the radio-frequency octopole ion guide of the octopole-quadrupole mass spectrometer was used as a part of the ion lenses for transporting photoions from the photoionization region to the quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS). As described below, an effusive source of C3H3 radicals based on the 193 nm excimer laser photodissociation of propargyl chloride was installed for the present study.

The ALS ring was operated in the multibunch mode with the frequency of 488 MHz. In this experiment, Ar was used in the harmonic gas filter to suppress the higher undulator harmonics with photon energies greater than 15.76 eV. Using the 6.65 m Eagle monochromator equipped with a 1200 lines/mm grating and monochromator entrance/exit slit sizes of 100/100 μm, the VUV optical bandwidth was estimated to be 1 meV (FWHM). The dispersed VUV radiation emerging from the monochromator was focused into the photoionization region of the octopole-
quadrupole mass spectrometer, where the intersection of the dispersed VUV beam and the effusive radical beam results in the photoionization of the radicals.

The pseudocontinuous radical source$^{22,23}$ employed in the present study was designed and used previously by Ruscic et al. at the Argonne National Laboratory. The radical source consists of a quartz capillary (length=12.8 cm, inner diameter=0.38 cm) pointing at the photoionization region. Precursor molecules (propargyl chloride) enter the quartz capillary from the side arm and flow continuously from the quartz capillary into the photoionization region in the form of an effusive beam. The 193 nm ArF excimer laser (GAM Laser Inc.) beam was focused by a quartz lens before traversing the photoionization region and counterpropagating against the effusive precursor beam to enter the quartz tube. The excimer laser beam was aligned by passing it through a window at the opposite end of the quartz tube and subsequently exiting a quartz window located on the top of the experimental chamber. The excimer laser was operated at a pulsed energy of $\approx$5 mJ/pulse and a repetition rate of 200 Hz. The relatively long quartz tube used here is designed to promote the relaxation of the vibrationally excited radicals formed in photodissociation processes. By choosing an appropriate density of the precursor molecules in the tube, radical loss due to secondary reactions can be minimized while maintaining sufficient radical-wall collisions for vibrational relaxation of hot radicals. Thus, the effusive radicals entering the photoionization region would have a temperature close to that of the quartz tube. Because of the large overlapping volume of the precursor molecules and the excimer laser beam, radicals formed by photodissociation in the quartz tube were found to effuse into the photoionization region with a time constant of several milliseconds. This, together with the high repetition rate of the excimer laser, results in a pseudocontinuous effusive beam of radicals. The radical source has also been operated successfully using a repetition rate of 400 Hz for the 193 nm excimer laser. The excimer laser is operated at a repetition rate of 400 Hz for the 193 nm excimer laser, which is defined to be “time zero” of the TOF scale. Since the excimer laser beam passes through the photoionization region, background C$_3$H$_3^+$ ions can be produced by the 193 nm multiphoton photodissociation/photoionization of propargyl chloride molecules. Nevertheless, the photoion signal corresponding to the radicals of interest can be distinguished from the ion background produced by excimer-laser multiphoton dissociation/ionization of propargyl chloride. To avoid the detection of the background ions, a “veto” command was used to stop the ion detector for 500 $\mu$s after the laser was fired in each ion-detection cycle.

Using a QMS allows the detection of photoions in a continuous mode. In the present experiment, the time-of-flight (TOF) profiles of mass-selected ions formed by VUV photoionization of radicals at fixed VUV energies were recorded using a multichannel scaler (MCS) with a channel width of 256 ns. The TOF measurement was triggered by firing of the excimer laser, which is defined to be “time zero” of the TOF scale. Since the excimer laser beam passes through the photoionization region, background C$_3$H$_3^+$ ions can be produced by the 193 nm multiphoton photodissociation/photoionization of propargyl chloride molecules. Nevertheless, the photoion signal corresponding to the radicals of interest can be distinguished from the ion background produced by excimer laser ionization by ion TOF analyses described below.

Figure 1(a) shows the TOF spectrum of C$_3$H$_3^+$ (mass 39) obtained for an accumulation time of 5 s with both the VUV beam and the excimer laser beam on. The VUV photon energy was set at 8.71 eV, which is slightly above the IE of C$_3$H$_3$. The fact that the excimer laser is operated at a repetition rate of 200 Hz gives a temporal interval of 5 ms between adjacent laser pulses. Thus, the temporal range of 0–5.1 ms covered by the TOF spectrum of Fig. 1(a) consists of more than one detection cycle. Figure 1(b) shows the TOF spectrum for C$_3$H$_3$ observed with the excimer laser beam on and the VUV beam off. The comparison of the TOF spectra of Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) indicates that the strong ion peak appearing in the early part (<500 $\mu$s) of each ion TOF detection cycle arise from the ion background induced by the 193 nm multiphoton dissociation/ionization processes of propargyl chloride. To avoid the detection of the background ions, a “veto” command was used to stop the ion detector for 500 $\mu$s after the laser was fired in each ion-detection cycle.

![Figure 1](image-url)

**FIG. 1.** TOF spectra of the mass 39 cation (C$_3$H$_3^+$) observed (a) when both the VUV synchrotron light and the 193 nm laser beam were on; (b) when the VUV synchrotron light was off and the 193 nm excimer laser was on; and (c) when both the VUV synchrotron light and the 193 nm laser beam were on, along with the “veto” command that deletes the ion background in the region of 0–500 $\mu$s. In this experiment, we use a repetition rate of 200 Hz for the 193 nm excimer laser, resulting in the ion detection period of 5 ms. Note that the signal for the mass 39 cations was found to be distributed in the full period of 5 ms. This TOF spectrum of (b) shows that the strong ion peaks appearing in the temporal range of 0–300 $\mu$s were due to the background ions produced by the excimer-laser multiphoton dissociation/ionization of propargyl chloride. The TOF spectrum of (c) is attributed to photoions formed by the VUV photoionization of C$_3$H$_3$, which is prepared by the 193 nm photodissociation of propargyl chloride.
A TOF spectrum for C\textsubscript{3}H\textsubscript{3} using the veto command with both the VUV beam and the 193 nm excimer beam on is depicted in Fig. 1(c). The ions observed in the latter TOF spectrum can be attributed to C\textsubscript{3}H\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{+} ions formed by VUV photoionization of C\textsubscript{3}H\textsubscript{3} in one detection cycle. That is, the sum of the C\textsubscript{3}H\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{+} ion counts observed in the MCS channels represents the intensity for C\textsubscript{3}H\textsubscript{3} photoionization of C\textsubscript{3}H\textsubscript{3}. The measurement of the C\textsubscript{3}H\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{+} ion intensity \([I(\text{ion})]\) normalized with the VUV photon intensity \([I(hv)]\) as a function of VUV photoionization energy \([h\nu(VUV)]\) yields the PIE spectrum of C\textsubscript{3}H\textsubscript{3}. We note that the VUV photon detector used here is a photoelectric detector made of polished Cu metal. The VUV detection efficiencies of the Cu photoelectron detector have been normalized by the known photoelectron emission efficiencies of Cu.\textsuperscript{21} The VUV-PIE spectra for many molecular species obtained using this calibrated Cu photoelectric detector are found to be consistent with those obtained using a sodium-salicylate-coated photomultiplier. The latter detector is known to have a nearly constant detection efficiency in the VUV range of 30–160 nm.\textsuperscript{24}

Using similar experimental procedures, we have measured the VUV-PIE spectra of other radicals, such as methyl radical (CH\textsubscript{3}), chloroformyl radical (ClCO), and phenyl radical (C\textsubscript{6}H\textsubscript{5}), demonstrating that the radical source described here is generally useful for producing thermalized radicals for photoionization studies.\textsuperscript{22} The simulation of the PIE onset for the CH\textsubscript{3} radical indicates that the CH\textsubscript{3} radicals prepared by the present radical source by the 193 nm excimer photodissociation reactions, CH\textsubscript{3}COCH\textsubscript{3} + h\nu(193 nm) \rightarrow CH\textsubscript{3} + CH\textsubscript{2}CO and/or 2CH\textsubscript{3} + CO, have no apparent vibrational excitations and a rotational temperature of \(\approx 150\) K.

### B. VUV photoionization mass spectrometric sampling of combustion flames

The experimental arrangement and procedures used for VUV photoionization sampling of the low-pressure premixed flames are similar to those\textsuperscript{23} reported previously. Briefly, the apparatus consists of a low-pressure flat flame burner situated in the flame chamber, a differentially pumped flamesampling system, and a reflectron TOF mass spectrometer (RTOF-MS). The ionization chamber was coupled to a 1 m windowless Seya-Namioka monochromator for the dispersion of VUV synchrotron radiation from a bending magnet beamline of the 800 MeV electron storage ring at the National Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (NSRL) of the University of Science and Technology of China. Using a 1200 lines/mm grating [nominal wavelength resolution \(=0.2\) nm (FWHM)], the photon intensities were measured to be \(\approx 10^{10}\) photons/s in the VUV range of 7–11 eV.

The premixed laminar flame was stabilized on a 6.0-cm-diameter flat flame burner (McKenna, USA). Movement of the burner towards or away from the quartz sampling cone allowed the TOF mass spectrum to be taken at different positions in the flame. The flame sampling was accomplished using a quartz cone with an orifice of 0.3 mm in diameter mounted on a water-cooled flange. The flame-sample beam thus formed was skimmed by a conical skimmer (diameter \(=2\) mm) located 15 mm downstream from the sampling cone orifice before intersecting the dispersed VUV synchrotron beam in the photoionization region of the RTOF-MS. The resulting photoions formed by VUV photoionization of flame species were detected by the RTOF-MS, which was operated at a mass resolving power of \(m/\Delta m = 1000\).

The ion TOF mass spectrometric spectrum was measured using a multichannel scaler (FAST Comtec P7888, Germany; total channels=50 000, channel width=1 ns), which was initiated by a delay pulse generator operated at a repetition rate of 18 kHz. The trigger pulse from the delay generator was also used to control the application of a voltage pulse (amplitude=160 V, pulse width=1500 ns) to the repeller plate of the photoionization region for extraction of photoions to be detected by the RTOF-MS. To eliminate the second- and higher-order VUV radiation at wavelengths shorter than 105.0 nm, a lithium fluoride window (thickness=1 mm) was inserted into the VUV beam path. A silicon photodiode (SXUV-100, International Radiation Detectors, Inc., USA) was used to record the VUV photon intensities. The VUV-PIEs for the mass 39 ions reported here were normalized by the corresponding VUV photon intensities after taking into account the known VUV detection efficiencies of the silicon photodiode.

In this work, we have examined the formation of C\textsubscript{3}H\textsubscript{3} in four low-pressure, premixed laminar flames. Flow rates in standard liters per minute (SLM) for O\textsubscript{2}, diluent Ar, and shrouded Ar are in standard liters per minute (SLM). The fuel flow rates for O\textsubscript{2}, diluent Ar, and shrouded Ar are in standard liters per minute (SLM).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flame</th>
<th>Fuel flow rate (ml/min)</th>
<th>Diluent Ar flow rate (SLM)</th>
<th>O\textsubscript{2} flow rate (SLM)</th>
<th>Shroud Ar flow rate (SLM)</th>
<th>Pressure of flame chamber (Tor)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benzene</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline+5% ethanol</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline+5% MTBE</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ar) for the four premixed flames, i.e., the benzene/O₂ flame (flame I), the gasoline/O₂ flame (flame II), the gasoline/5% MTBE/O₂ flame (flame III), and the gasoline/5% ethanol/O₂ flame (flame IV), examined here are given in Table I. Here, MTBE represents methyl tert-butyl ether.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 depicts the VUV-PIE spectrum of C₃H₃ in the VUV energy range of 8.60–9.90 eV obtained using an energy step interval of 5 meV. This spectrum exhibits pronounced autoionization structures, which are not observed in the VUV-PIE spectrum of C₃H₃ reported previously by Robinson et al. The high-resolution photoelectron spectrum of C₃H₃ has also been recorded by Gilbert et al. using the nonresonant two-photon PFI-PE method, yielding a precise value for the IE of C₃H₃. A careful examination of the ionization onset of the VUV-PIE spectrum reveals a shoulder at 8.675±0.005 eV as shown by an arrow in Fig. 2, which is interpreted as the steplike feature marking the IE of C₃H₃. In order to examine this shoulder feature in more detail, we show in Fig. 3 the VUV-PIE spectrum of the propargyl radical in the energy range of 8.56–8.80 eV measured using an energy step size of 1 meV. As expected, the steplike feature (marked by a downward arrow in Fig. 3) is more evident; and the position of this steplike feature is located more precisely at 8.674±0.001 eV. Taking the latter value as the IE of C₃H₃, we find that it is in excellent agreement with the value 8.673±0.001 eV determined in the previous PFI-PE study.

The autoionizing features resolved in Fig. 2 are quite broad. We have been able to group these autoionizing peaks into vibrational progressions I and II. The autoionizing peak positions and vibrational spacings (ΔE’s) of these vibrational progressions are listed in Table II. The average ΔE spacings for progressions I and II are found to be ⟨ΔE⟩=0.231 eV (1863 cm⁻¹) and 0.201 eV (1621 cm⁻¹), respectively. These autoionizing vibrational features most likely converge to excited vibronic states of C₃H₃⁺. The average ⟨ΔE⟩ values for progressions I and II are found to fall in between the vibrational frequencies νᵢᵢ (C–C–C stretch)=2122 cm⁻¹ and νᵢᵢ (CH₂ scissors)=1465 cm⁻¹ for C₃H₃⁺ in its ground electronic state, which were determined in the previous PFI-PE study. Considering this observation, we have tentatively associated these vibrational progressions I and II with the excitation of the C–C–C stretching and the CH₂ scissors vibrational modes of C₃H₃ in excited Rydberg states, respectively.

To shed light on the mechanism for the formation of autoionization features resolved in Fig. 2, we have calculated the Franck-Condon factors (FCFs) for the photoionization transitions C₃H₃(X; νᵢ, i=1–12)→C₃H₃(X), where νᵢ, i=1–12 are the normal vibrational modes for C₃H₃⁺. The calculation uses theoretical anharmonic frequencies [νᵢ(b₁) =278 cm⁻¹, νᵢ(b₂)=331 cm⁻¹, νᵢ(b₃)=618 cm⁻¹, νᵢ(b₄) =899 cm⁻¹, νᵢ(b₅)=1014 cm⁻¹, νᵢ(b₆)=1113 cm⁻¹, νᵢ(a₁) =1139 cm⁻¹, νᵢ(a₂)=1440 cm⁻¹, νᵢ(a₃)=2089 cm⁻¹, νᵢ(a₄) =2976 cm⁻¹, νᵢ(b₅)=3059 cm⁻¹, and νᵢ(b₆)=3226 cm⁻¹] for C₃H₃⁺ obtained at the Becke three-parameter Lee-Yang-Parr (B3LYP)/6-311G(2df,p) level. The available experi-

![FIG. 2. VUV-PIE spectrum of C₃H₃ in the VUV region of 8.60–9.90 eV obtained using an energy step size of 5 meV. The autoionizing Rydberg peaks tentatively assigned to progressions I and II are marked. The shoulder structure at 8.675±0.005 eV is assigned as the steplike structure that marks the IE of C₃H₃.](image)

![FIG. 3. VUV-PIE spectrum of C₃H₃ near its ionization threshold in the VUV region of 8.51–8.91 eV obtained using an energy step size of 1 meV. The steplike feature at 8.674±0.001 eV marks the IE of C₃H₃.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Progression I</th>
<th>Progression II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E(eV)</td>
<td>ΔE(eV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.720</td>
<td>0.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.954</td>
<td>0.235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.189</td>
<td>0.231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.420</td>
<td>0.225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.645</td>
<td>0.231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.876</td>
<td>(ΔE)=0.231⁴</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁴(ΔE) represents the average vibrational spacing.
mental frequencies for \( \nu_1 \) and \( \nu_9-\nu_{12} \) are found to agree with the corresponding theoretical frequencies to within 3%. The normalized FCFs (nFCFs) calculated in the energy range of 0.000–1.225 eV above the IE(C\(_3\)H\(_3\)) or from the VUV energy of 8.964–9.900 eV are plotted as the stick diagram in Fig. 2. Here, the nFCFs are obtained by arbitrarily normalizing the FCF for the origin band or 0-0 transition to unity. The normalized FCFs are also given in Table III. The calculation shows that the 0-0 transition has the overwhelming FCF. The observation of only a minute steplike feature at the ionization onset in Fig. 3 is consistent with the conclusion that direct photoionization only plays a minor role in the photoionization of C\(_3\)H\(_3\) near its ionization threshold. As shown in Fig. 2, the nFCF plot reveals clusters of energy regions at which C\(_3\)H\(_3^+\) can be formed in Franck-Condon-allowed vibrational states with high probabilities. Interestingly, the positions of the autoionization peaks resolved in the VUV-PIE spectrum of C\(_3\)H\(_3\) are found to match the cluster pattern of the calculated nFCFs, pointing to the conclusion that the observed autoionization features are favorably promoted by the resonance-enhanced autoionizing mechanism. We note that the theoretical energies of higher vibrational levels at energies greater than 0.5 eV above the IE(C\(_3\)H\(_3\)) are expected to be less accurate, and thus, the cluster pattern of nFCFs at VUV energies >9.2 eV could be slightly shifted from the predicted positions shown in Fig. 2.

Figures 4(a)–4(d) depict the VUV-PIE spectra for the mass 39 ions in the VUV energy range of 8.0–11.0 eV observed in flames I, II, III, and IV, respectively. All these VUV-PIE spectra are found to have the same photoionization threshold (or IE value) at 8.67 eV and exhibit pronounced autoionizing structures in the regions of 8.7–10.0 eV. This observation indicates that the mass 39 ions observed in flames I–IV are mostly formed by the VUV photoionization of the same chemical species. The pattern of autoionizing features resolved in the region of 8.6–10.0 eV in the spectra of Figs. 4(a)–4(d) is found to be similar to those resolved in the VUV-PIE spectrum of Fig. 3. This, together with the IE value observed in the VUV-PIE spectra of Figs. 4(a)–4(d), provides for an unambiguous identification of C\(_3\)H\(_3^+\) in flames I–IV. The comparison of the VUV-PIE data in the region of 8.6–10.0 eV shown in these figures also provides information on the relative intensities of C\(_3\)H\(_3^+\) produced in flames I–IV. Under the flow conditions specified in Table I, the observed VUV-photoion spectra of Figs. 4(a)–4(d) yield the relative intensities of C\(_3\)H\(_3^+\) in flames I–IV to be flame I: flame II: flame III: flame IV = 2.5:2.2:1.6:1.0. The higher concentration of C\(_3\)H\(_3^+\) observed in the benzene flame suggests that propargyl radicals can be produced by the pyrolysis of benzene. We note that the VUV-PIE spectra for the mass 39 ions observed in different flames by the flame-sampling group at the ALS also reveals pronounced autoionization structures similar to those shown in Figs. 4(a)–4(d), indicating that the mass 39 ions observed are mostly due to the photoionization of C\(_3\)H\(_3^+\).

The C\(_3\)H\(_3^+\) cation produced by the VUV photoionization of C\(_3\)H\(_3\) is not the most stable C\(_3\)H\(_3^+\) cation. The cycloprope-
Propargyl ion (c-C₃H₃⁺) is the global minimum on the C₃H₃⁺ potential surface and is expected to be produced by the dissociative photoionization of larger hydrocarbon species formed in flames. On the basis of known heats of formation for propargyl chloride, c-C₃H₃Cl, and Cl atom, we estimate that the formation of c-C₃H₃⁺ by the dissociative photoionization of propargyl chloride can contribute to the mass 39 ions observed at VUV energies ≥10.7 eV.

By normalizing the PIE values for the first autoionization peaks of the VUV-PIE spectra of Fig. 3 and Figs. 4(a)–4(d), we find that these spectra are different at higher VUV energies. The comparison of the normalized PIE data provides clear evidence that the photoionization of other chemical species also contributes to the intensities of mass 39 ions observed at higher VUV energies. Furthermore, the intensities of such background ions are in the following order: flame I < flame II < flame III < flame IV. The background ions contributing to the mass 39 ion signal in flames I–IV could include c-C₃H₅⁺, which can be produced by the dissociative photoionization processes of larger hydrocarbon species formed in the premixed flames.

The discrepancies observed between the PIE spectra measured in the flames and photodissociation experiments can also arise from the differences in vibrational temperatures of propargyl samples. Propargyl radicals formed by chemical reactions in different flames are likely internally excited. If the vibrational excitations cannot be efficiently relaxed prior to the photoionization sampling, the vibrational temperatures for C₃H₃ radicals observed in different flames might be different. Recent IR-VUV-PIE experiments show that the VUV-PIE measurement near the photoionization onset of a polyatomic species is not very sensitive to the vibrational energy content of the neutral species. However, it is not unreasonable to expect that the PIE for vibrationally excited C₃H₃ would increase at higher VUV energies compared to that for C₃H₃ in the ground state.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a pseudocontinuous effusive radical beam source based on known specificity of the excimer laser photodissociation processes. This source is applicable for the production of thermalized radicals with significant vibrational relaxation. The high duty factor achieved for the C₃H₃ beam has made possible the efficient VUV-PIE measurement of C₃H₃ using the high-resolution pseudocontinuous VUV synchrotron radiation source at the ALS. The VUV-PIE spectrum for C₃H₃ thus obtained is found to be dominated by autoionizing Rydberg features, which are tentatively assigned as members of two vibrational progressions converging to excited vibronic states of C₃H₃⁺. We have also presented the VUV-PIE spectra for mass 39 ions measured in the VUV synchrotron-based photoionization mass spectrometric sampling of combustion flames I–IV. The good agreements of the IE value and the pattern of autoionizing features observed in both the photodissociation and flames studies have provided for an unambiguous identification of C₃H₃ in flames I–IV. The discrepancies observed between the VUV-PIE spectra at VUV energies above the IE(C₃H₃) obtained in flames and in photodissociation are attributed to higher vibrational excitations of C₃H₃ formed in flames and/or dissociative photoionization processes involving larger hydrocarbon species produced in flames. This experiment also serves to show that combustion flames are a rich source of radicals for fundamental photoionization and photoelectron studies.
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